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The knowledge system underpinning healthcare is not fit for purpose and must change

The medical literature is biased and inundated with poor quality trials. Ian Roberts and colleagues explain how these problems affect systematic reviews and how they might be overcome

Ian Roberts professor of epidemiology and public health, Katharine Ker lecturer in epidemiology, Phil Edwards statistician, Deirdre Beecher information scientist, Daniela Manno clinical lecturer, Emma Sydenham managing editor

Cochrane Injuries Group, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London WC1E 7HT, UK

Information on the effectiveness and safety of healthcare should be valid, precise, up to date, clear, and freely available. Currently none of these criteria are fully satisfied, and Cochrane systematic reviews are not the solution. In this article we explain why the knowledge system for healthcare is unfit for purpose and suggest how it should change.

The problem with systematic reviews

Because the medical literature contains a biased sample of trials, systematic reviews that are based on it are also biased. Despite decades of exhortation about trial publication, about half of all trials are unpublished, and even the most diligent efforts to synthesise the results from all (or an unbiased sample of) relevant trials are in vain. Even when trials are identified selective outcome reporting limits their validity. The literature is awash with low quality, underpowered, single centre trials and the trend is upwards. As Altman recognised over 20 years ago “much poor research arises because researchers feel compelled for career reasons to carry out research that they are ill equipped to perform, and nobody stops them.”

The systematic review movement is renowned for its obsessive zeal to find every published trial, irrespective of size or quality. These efforts have increased the accessibility of many trials that should never have been conducted. Their citation in reviews perpetuates the problem by contributing to the impact factor of the journals that published them. In the United Kingdom, the funding provided to Cochrane review groups is proportional to the number of trials included in reviews, creating a financial incentive to find and include every trial regardless of its quality. Most journal editors and systematic reviewers take trial reports at face value with little or no effort to confirm whether a particular trial even took place. A Cochrane review showing that high dose mannitol reduced the risk of death after head injury was retracted after the review group editors were unable to confirm that any of the included trials took place. The conclusions of a systematic review of starch solutions in critically ill patients changed substantially after excluding seven trials that were retracted owing to misconduct by an investigator. Investigating possible fraud is hard work, and it is easier for journal editors to ignore the problem and perpetuate the myth that peer review of trial reports ensures their scientific quality. As part of the investigation of the high dose mannitol trials, the Cochrane Injuries Group editors contacted the editor of the journal that published one of the doubtful trials. He responded, “As you can tell by Dr Marshall’s editorial, we all doubted the data. But to doubt is different from concluding that Dr Cruz fabricated the data. I thought he did, but hoped as stated in the editorial that publication would encourage repetition of the studies. My editorial board thought Dr Cruz’ s work should be published. I wouldn’t trust the data.” How can Cochrane claim to provide trusted evidence when all evidence is taken on trust?

The median number of trials in Cochrane reviews is between six and 16, and the median number of patients per trial is about 80. Consequently, most meta-analyses include small numbers of trial participants. Meta-analyses with sparse data can miss modest but clinically important treatment effects, and the potential for random error to result in false positive conclusions is considerable. Repeated statistical testing as trials accumulate increases this potential. Statistical analyses that account for multiple testing show that as many as two thirds of apparently conclusive findings in Cochrane reviews could be falsely positive. Clinical trial protocols invariably include an estimate of the sample size needed for the results to be reliable. But systematic reviewers rarely estimate how many participants would need to be included in a meta-analysis for reliable results.

Distilling therapeutic truth from a ferment of poor quality trials is a challenge. But as statisticians and methodologists have risen to it, conducting reviews has become complex and time
Many reviews are longer than the combined length of the included trial reports. With the resources available and the increased complexity of the task, it is impossible to keep up to date with new trial research, and most Cochrane reviews are many years out of date.

### What can be done?

#### Exclude unregistered trials

Prospective clinical trial registration was first proposed in 1986, although it took until 2005 for the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors to make registration a prerequisite for publication.5,6 A decade later, less than a third of journals insist on registration.5,6 Since January 2015 all new reviews and updates undertaken by the Cochrane Injuries Group—which is responsible for the publication of systematic reviews in the Cochrane Library related to the prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of traumatic injury—now only include prospectively registered trials, unless the trial was published before 2010. This strategy is unlikely to exclude any adequately powered high quality trials. We urge other Cochrane groups and reviewers to do the same to avoid being complicit in raising the profile of substandard research. Reviews of non-randomised studies are also vulnerable to bias from selective reporting, but until there are more determined efforts to tackle this problem, through prospective registration of protocols, our proposals can only be applied to randomised trials.

As a pilot test, we retrospectively applied our new policy to the Cochrane review on colloids versus crystalloids for fluid resuscitation in critically ill patients, which includes 78 randomised controlled trials and makes three comparisons.13 The data supplement on thebmj.com shows the number of included trials and point estimates of risk ratio for all-cause mortality (measured at final follow-up in each trial) in the original paper (pre-policy), after exclusion of trials published after 1 January 2010 that were not prospectively registered (post-policy), and when all trials that were not prospectively registered were excluded. The risk ratios for the effects of each comparison were essentially unchanged, even when all trials that were not prospectively registered were excluded. We judged only one of the trials excluded to be of high quality.

### Statistical checks

The risk of fraud cannot be ignored. Since January 2015 we have also carried out statistical checks on trials included in our systematic reviews. Authors of doubtful trials are asked to provide the original data for checking. If they decline the trial is removed from the analysis and the reasons are stated in the review.

Notably, the Cochrane review of starch solutions in critically ill patients that included several flawed trials had been flagged by Ioannidis and colleagues as showing extreme homogeneity between studies.9,10,11 They contacted the author of the suspect trials and were reassured that they were real. No further action was taken. Although we cannot be sure that our policy will substantially reduce the number of questionable trials included in reviews, it would be inappropriate not to act when there are reasonable grounds for suspicion.9,10

### Sample size estimate

The number of trial participants needed for a reliable meta-analysis should be at least as large as for an appropriately powered trial.12 13 The Cochrane Injuries Group requires authors to specify an “information size” estimate (based on plausible treatment effects) as part of the protocol for a systematic review (box). If the number of participants included in the meta-analysis is lower than the estimated information size, the reliability of all primary outcomes with “statistically significant” treatment effects will be further explored using sequential analysis methods.

### Eliminating dependence on publication

One of the most important contributions of The Cochrane Collaboration was to show the world that the knowledge base for healthcare decision making is inadequate. Thousands of articles have been published about publication bias. However, the challenge is not to describe the flaws in the current system but to create a better one, where decisions about healthcare are informed by valid and reliable evidence.

Clinical trial information is too important to depend on the publication game. The solution to publication bias is to eliminate the dependence on publication. But the clear stream of reason that motivated trial registration has been lost in the dreary desert sands of habitual database searching. When reviews include only prospectively registered trials, the burden of conducting reviews will be reduced. Because many words are devoted to describing poor quality trials and the efforts made to separate the methodological wheat from the chaff, the exclusion of chaff will make reviews more readable. We should look to a future when reviews are conducted and updated by selecting and downloading data from clinical trial registries.
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Estimating the information size for a systematic review

The information size for a meta-analysis can be approximated by the sample size that would be needed for a single randomised controlled trial to detect the hypothesised intervention effect. For example, to detect a reduction in the risk of an event from 10% to 8.5% (that is, a risk ratio of 0.85) with 90% power at the 5% significance level, a randomised controlled trial would need to include about 16 000 participants (8 000 participants in each arm). The pooled estimate of an intervention effect obtained from a meta-analysis of two or more studies is a weighted average of the individual study results. However, statistical heterogeneity between trials increases the standard error of the pooled estimate. For this reason, the information size for a meta-analysis is usually larger than the sample size of a single trial.

An information size estimate that takes into account the expected heterogeneity between trials can be derived using sequential analysis software. Using the example above, statistical heterogeneity equivalent to an I-squared of 25% or 50% would increase the information size from 16 000 to 21 000 or 32 000, respectively.

Key messages

Because the medical literature is biased, systematic reviews based on it are also biased. Many reviews are out of date and unreadably long.

Including only prospectively registered trials in systematic reviews will improve validity and readability.

Insisting that authors of doubtful trials provide the original trial data for statistical checking will improve validity.

Reviewing if authors to specify an estimated information size based on plausible treatment effects will reduce the risk of false positive conclusions and make reviews more reliable.

Trial registries should include full protocols and datasets to facilitate the conduct of valid systematic reviews.
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